43 rd EuroCC 2022 Blegny (Liège)
The ABUM (Belgian Association of Motorhome Users) is pleased to invite the members of the
FICM to the 43rd EuroCC 2022.
EuroCC: Blegny (Liège region) from June 2 to 6, 2022.
Extension: Dendermonde, Han-sur-Lesse and Strépy-Thieu from June 6 to 12, 2022,
organized by the “LNMC” (the Dutch Speaking Motorhome Club), the “MCB” (Motorhome
Club Belge) and the “AMI” ( Association of Traveling Motorhomists).
Address:

Rue Cahorday
4671 Blegny (Saive)
Belgium
GPS: N50 ° 39'21 '' E5 ° 40'33 ''
Motorway Liège / Aix-la-Chapelle (Aachen) - exit n ° 36

The various car parks will be delimited and in the as far as possible, motorhomes placed by
clubs and by country.
Wednesday June 1 from 2 p.m. : A waiting car park (for crews coming from far away) will be
provided on site without any reception or services.

Thursday June 2
Arrival of participants (from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.)
Reception of humanitarian packages and delivery of the program
Thursday 7 p.m. Official opening of EuroCC 2022drink
Welcome Accompanied by Ardennes delicacies
Presentation of the program.
Speeches by the various representatives.
The days of Friday June 3 and Saturday June 4 are reserved to visits.
(Departure by car with accompanying guide)
Visit of the historic heart of Liège on foot
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Nicknamed the “Cité ardente”, Liège is the first tourist town in Wallonia.
This district is one of the most marked by history, with its Palace of the Princes-Bishops, its
Place Saint-Lambert, its Town Hall, its famous Perron, its Hors Château district, or even its
many alleys and dead ends.
You will have free time to eat.
Guided tour of the Guillemins district on foot and free time in the Boverie park.
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The Guillemins district is certainly the one that best embodies modernity. Impressive
infrastructures have thus sprung up from the ground in recent years. We marvel at the TGV
station signed by Santiago Calatrava, the Finance Tower, or the Design Center. A masterpiece,
the Liège TGV station attracts many tourists and photographers who make it the most
photographed monument in Liège.
During the visit, a little free time will allow you to stroll in the superb Boverie park, along the
Meuse in a green and soothing setting.
Guided tour of the Blegny-Mine
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This exceptional site is listed as a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Between Liège and
Maastricht, the authentic Blegny-Mine colliery is one of the four authentic coal mines in
Europe whose underground galleries are accessible to visitors via the original shaft. Put on
your jacket, adjust your helmet and descend through the mine cage like a real miner into the
underground galleries located at -30 and -60 meters! You discover the noise of machines and
the work of men; you live, the time of a visit, the fascinating universe of our "Houyeux". You
will follow the route of the coal in the sorting and washing facilities
Sandwich meal at Le Chalet restaurant (sandwich plate + 1/3 bottle of water)
- 1 Aubel ham
- sandwich 1 Val Dieu cheese
- sandwich 1 American sandwich
Guided tour of Val-Dieu abbey
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A
"Cistercian" haven of peace in the heart of the Pays de Herve. The origin dates back to the

13th century. Discover the interior of this impressive building which is the only abbey in
Belgium to survive the French Revolution.
Free time to stroll in the park, buy local products in the shop or drink a good beer from
Val-Dieu on the terrace of the "Casse-Croûte". The opportunity to admire the 17 remarkable
trees included in the Walloon heritage.

Friday, June 3 in the evening

“Salade Liégeoise” meal followed by musical
entertainment Unlimited all-you-can-eat meal with common drinks at the table during the meal (pils, wine,
still water).
-Opening bar (special and soft beers on sale by tickets), closing room at midnight.
Saturday June 4

9 p.m. Cabaret show.

-Opening bar (special and soft beers on sale by tickets), closing midnight room.
Sunday June 5 Big day of celebration on the site…market, Tastings, Bandas, Fanfare, Club
festival (club aperitif)…
Local-Sales and tastings of local products in the chalets on the esplanade.
-Fanfare and street entertainment, Tchantchès and Nanesse…
Sunday 5 June evening
Friendly meal in the room
-Entry: terrine plate
-Meal: balls, fries, salad
-Cheese: plate of Herve cheese + real Liège syrup
-Dessert: Rice pie and coffee
-Current drinks at the table with the meal (pils, wine, still water).
-Opening bar (special and soft beers on sale by tickets).
Monday June 6

Parade of clubs, EuroCC closing ceremony, departure for
the extension.

We look forward to seeing you again after this long time.
We wanted a FRIENDLY organization with a day of celebration on site so that everyone can
enjoy moments of reunion in real camaraderie.
Our little club does its utmost to welcome you in good conditions.
However, we are all volunteers and we apologize already for the inevitable
little organizational worries.
We may also be subject to health restrictions.
We will get back to you in due course and we will be asking you to respect them. Des
changes in the organization may also need to be taken at the last minute.

43 rd EuroCC 2022 Extension
Dendermonde, Flanders: BMHC & UML
A 'welcome' drink accompanied by his music is planned on the first evening of your arrival.
The next day we travel by coach to visit Dendermonde, the city of the legendary Cheval
Bayard but also the 49 bells of the Belfry. A city full of history, where war has raged far too
often, from the medieval siege to World War II.
Immerse yourself in the history of Dendermonde. Discover the heart of the city, delightfully
historical and cultural.
City fortress,city chime,on the Dender and theScheldt,all guided by professionals.
The second evening will be animated by: beer bar, food-truck, music and you of course !!!

Han-sur-Lesse, Wallonia: MCB
Venez discovered an area of 250 hectares of pure nature, home to many animal species
European As well as a journey along the water, out of time, to discover the geological
wonders in the province of Namur. Without forgetting to go back in time through two
museums: Le PréhistoHAN and HAN1900.
You will end the day with a 3-course dinner dance
(choice between a local menu or a vegetarian menu).

Strépy-Thieu, Wallonia: FRIEND
You will be welcomed in the Center region.
The evening of your arrival, after a "bread-sausage", you will be immersed in the
atmosphere of a "carnival"by the projection of a film, followed by a demonstration of a jam
by a gille who will then present his dances. to the sound of music drums.
On the program for the next day:
- a cruise guide with crossing a lock, an old hydraulic lift and a visit to the engine room;
- a journey train tourist along the towpath;
- you visit the steel giant, the largest funicular elevator in the world, admiring its operation
with loading and unloading of ships.
At the end of the day, you will have the opportunity to eat at the food-truck, followed by an
evening dance led by a FRIEND.

If you wish to continue your journey in Belgium, the two Belgian leagues have joined forces
to prepare a list of service and parking areas for you.
We look forward to seeing you again and already wish you a good stay in Belgium!

